and upper and lower bounds for H. In the present paper a correction is made in the upper bound, new expressions for H of types (1) and (2) are derived, and the results are extended to products where a and c are any positive integers.
2. Discussion of previous results. Carmichael used the following method : Set c 0 -c, and let i r be the smallest value of x ^ 0 such that xa+c r _i = 0 (mod p), the quotient being c r . Then i r^p -l. Let e 0 = n -l, e r = [(e r -i -i Nombres, 2d edition, 1808 , p. 8. t This Bulletin, vol. 15 (1908 -1909 For certain values of a, c 0 , and p, one has c 0 = Ci= • • • =c and ii=i2= =i. In that case
In the case of 1-3-5 (2»-l), *=(/>-l)/2 for £5*2 and (12) When p is large, the above corollary gives a method for calculating the letters c which is more rapid than that based on the initial determination of i 8 as the least non-negative integer such that i s a+c s^i = 0 (mod p). This is especially true when Co<a.
EXAMPLE. When £ 0 = 29, a = 7, and £ = 11, e = 3. Then ci = 7m + residue (29)(ll)^0-1 (mod 7)=7w+ residue (1)(4) 2 = 7m + 2 = 9, (2<c 0 £-1 = 29/ll<9),andc 2 = 7w+residue (9)(ll) 2 = 7ra+4 = 4. (5) ff=È(«,+ l).
r=l
Using the values of e r in §2, substituting that of e 0 in e u the resulting value of ei in £ 2 , • • • , we obtain from (5) . Since e r +l^l for rSt and e r + l=0 for r>t> all terms of (5), (6), and (7) are zero after the first zero term.
When a = 1 or 2 and a ^ 0 (mod p), we have p = 1 (mod a). By Corollary 2, when c 0 Sa, £o = £i= • • • ~c and (7) give (1) [Fr] and finally that n -s (9) H = + g, p -1 where g is the number of values of r^ 1 for which d r^i^ir} the equality sign being used only when the conditions of (8) are fulfilled.
In the case of n\, i = p -l. Hence g = 0 and H= (n -s) /(p -l) .
In the case of 1-3-5 (2n -1), i= (p -1)/2 and g is the number of values of r^O for which d r^( p -l)/2 } with the restriction on the equality sign.
EXAMPLE. This example illustrates the use of (9). Consider the product (22)(27)(32)(37) (42) 
